Candidate molecular markers of hygienic behavior in honeybees (Apis mellifera): an expression study.
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Abstract

Honeybees (Apis mellifera) evolved social immunity mechanisms based on coordinated behavioral mechanisms for reducing the disease risk in the hive. Among these, Hygienic Behavior (HB) leads to the uncapping and removal of dead, diseased or parasitized brood (Cremer, 2007). The characterization of expression markers of HB could greatly assist in field selection still incomplete. This work was characterized by a transversal approach: from in-field phenotypic characterization, to expression profiling of selected honeybee brain non-coding (microRNAs) and coding (RNAm) genes to assess differential expression of selected gene targets between selected honeybee families with high and low HB, respectively.

After a preliminary work performed in 2015, during spring 2016 honeybee nurses were sampled from 28 hives simultaneously with the evaluation of HB score through freeze-killed brood assay performed with the cooperation of professional honeybee breeders (E. Bonfanti, L. Sesso). The nurses from 16 families (8 with the highest and 8 with the lowest HB scores, respectively) underwent expression analysis of the following target genes potentially linked to HB and/or learning processes: ame-miR-219, ame-miR-276, let-7a (Behura, 2010) ame-miR-932 (Cristino, 2014), and Act5C, Mblk-1 (Takeuchi, 2001) and Obp4 (Chandrasekaran, 2011). The experimental workflow was as follows: 1) dissection and pooling of brains, 2) total RNA extraction, quantification and retrotranscription, 3) RT-quantitative Real Time PCR.

The differential expression analysis of the candidate markers, performed after selection of the normalizing gene through geNorm and NormFinder algorithms, highlighted a correlation of OBP4 and ACT5C expression level with HB score.
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